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Definition

¨ A process is a program in execution
¤ Context
¤ Resources

¨ Specifically,
¤ Register file state
¤ Address space
¤ File and network descriptors



Address Space



Types of Processes

¨ User processes
¤ An ordinary process
¤ Mostly interacts with users 

¨ Daemon processes
¤ Run in background
¤ Managing some kinds of ongoing service
¤ Run in a separate session and a process group

¨ Kernel processes (aka. kernel threads)
¤ Executes only in kernel space
¤ Full access to kernel data structures



Life Cycle of a Process



Task States in Linux

¨ TASK_RUNNING
¨ TASK_INTERRUPTIBLE

¤ Wait for events or signals
¤ Does not contribute system load

¨ TASK_UNINTERRUPTIBLE
¤ Wait for events, not signals
¤ Contributes system load
¤ Usually used by device drivers

¨ TASK_STOPPED
¨ TASK_TRACED

¤ Traced by ptrace
¨ EXIT_ZOMBIE
¨ EXIT_DEAD



Process Representation

¨ Defined as ”struct task_struct” in <sched.h>

¨ 452 lines of code in Linux 4.5
¨ Many members are pointers to other structs in 

kernel
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One option known as kernel preemption was added to the kernel during the development of kernel 2.5.
This option supports switches to another process, if this is urgently required, even during the execution
of system calls in kernel mode (but not during interrupts). Although the kernel attempts to execute
system calls as quickly as possible, the time needed may be too long for some applications that are reliant
on constant data streams. Kernel preemption can reduce such wait times and thus ensure ‘‘smoother‘‘
program execution. However, this is at the expense of increased kernel complexity because many data
structures then need to be protected against concurrent access even on single-processor systems. This
technique is discussed in Section 2.8.3.

2.3 Process Representation
All algorithms of the Linux kernel concerned with processes and programs are built around a data struc-
ture named task_struct and defined in include/sched.h. This is one of the central structures in the
system. Before we move on to deal with the implementation of the scheduler, it is essential to examine
how Linux manages processes.

The task structure includes a large number of elements that link the process with the kernel subsystems
which I discuss below. I therefore make frequent reference to later chapters because it is difficult to
explain the significance of some elements without detailed knowledge of them.

The task structure is defined as follows — in simplified form:

<sched.h>
struct task_struct {

volatile long state; /* -1 unrunnable, 0 runnable, >0 stopped */
void *stack;
atomic_t usage;
unsigned long flags; /* per process flags, defined below */
unsigned long ptrace;
int lock_depth; /* BKL lock depth */

int prio, static_prio, normal_prio;
struct list_head run_list;
const struct sched_class *sched_class;
struct sched_entity se;

unsigned short ioprio;

unsigned long policy;
cpumask_t cpus_allowed;
unsigned int time_slice;

#if defined(CONFIG_SCHEDSTATS) || defined(CONFIG_TASK_DELAY_ACCT)
struct sched_info sched_info;

#endif

struct list_head tasks;
/*
* ptrace_list/ptrace_children forms the list of my children
* that were stolen by a ptracer.
*/
struct list_head ptrace_children;
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task_struct Information

¨ State and execution information
¤ Pending signals
¤ Binary format used
¤ PID
¤ Pointers to parents and other related processes
¤ Priorities
¤ Time information on program execution

¨ Information on allocated virtual memory
¤ Virtual Memory Areas



task_struct Information

¨ Process credentials
¤ User and group ID
¤ Capabilities

¨ Files used
¤ All files handled by process

¨ Thread information
¤ CPU-specific runtime data

¨ Inter-process communication
¨ Signal handler information



Resource Limits

¨ UNIX enforces resource usage limit on each process
¨ Many resource limits are shown by ulimit(1)



Resource Limits

¨ Hard limit
¤ Root can lower or raise
¤ Users can lower but not raise again

¨ Soft limit
¤ User can lower or raise (up to hard limit)
¤ Root can lower or raise

¨ Limits are inherited to the child processes



Resource Limits

Resource Macro Meaning Signal Errno

RLIMIT_CORE
Maximum size of a core file in
bytes that may be created by
a process

RLIMIT_CPU
Maximum amount of CPU time
in seconds used by a process

SIGXCPU

RLIMIT_DATA
Maximum size of process’s
heap in bytes

ENOMEM

RLIMIT_NOFILE
Maximum number of open file
descriptors

RLIMIT_STACK
Maximum size of a process’s
stack in bytes

SIGSEGV

RLIMIT_NPROC
Maximum number of processes
that can be created for a UID

EAGAIN



Creating a New Process

¨ System calls for duplicating processes
¤ fork
¤ vfork
¤ clone

¨ Actually, do_fork kernel function handles all three 
system calls
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Determine PID

do_fork

copy_process

Initialize vfork completion handler (only with CLONE_VFORK) and ptrace flags

wake_up_new_task

CLONE_VFORK set? wait_for_completion

Figure 2-7: Code flow diagram for do_fork.

❑ Since fork returns the PID of the new task, it must be obtained. This is complicated because the
fork operation could have opened a new PID namespace if the flag CLONE_NEWPID was set. If
this is the case, then task_pid_nr_ns is required to obtain the PID that was selected for the new
process in the parent namespace, that is, the namespace of the process that issued fork.

If the PID namespace remains unchanged, calling task_pid_vnr is enough to obtain the local
PID because old and new processes will live in the same namespace.

kernel/fork.c
nr = (clone_flags & CLONE_NEWPID) ?

task_pid_nr_ns(p, current->nsproxy->pid_ns) :
task_pid_vnr(p);

❑ If the new process is to be monitored with Ptrace (see Chapter 13), the SIGSTOP signal is sent to
the process immediately after generation to allow an attached debugger to examine its data.

❑ The child process is woken using wake_up_new_task; in other words, the task structure is added
to the scheduler queue. The scheduler also gets a chance to specifically handle newly started
tasks, which, for instance, allows for implementing a policy that gives new tasks a good chance
to run soon, but also prevents processes that fork over and over again to consume all CPU time.

If a child process begins to run before the parent process, this can greatly reduce copying effort,
especially if the child process issues an exec call after fork. However, keep in mind that enqueu-
ing a process in the scheduler data structures does not mean that the child process begins to
execute immediately but rather that it is available for selection by the scheduler.

❑ If the vfork mechanism was used (the kernel recognizes this by the fact that the CLONE_VFORK
flag is set), the completions mechanism of the child process must be enabled. The vfork_done
element of the child process task structure is used for this purpose. With the help of the
wait_for_completion function, the parent process goes to sleep on this variable until the child
process exits. When a process terminates (or a new application is started with execve), the
kernel automatically invokes complete(vfork_done). This wakes all processes sleeping on it. In
Chapter 14, I discuss the implementation of completions in greater detail.

By adopting this approach, the kernel ensures that the parent process of a child process gener-
ated using vfork remains inactive until either the child process exits or a new process is exe-
cuted. The temporary inactivity of the parent process also ensures that both processes do not
interfere with each other or manipulate each other’s address space.
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Creating a New Process
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Creating a New Process
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Process Creation – vfork()
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Copy-on-Write

¨ Traditionally, fork creates an identical copy of each 
memory page of parent process for child process

¨ Two negative effects
¤ A large amount of RAM is used
¤ Copy operation takes a long time

¨ Calling exec right after fork will make these effects 
even worse



Copy-on-Write

¨ Defer page copy until a write request occurs to the 
page

¨ On write request, corresponding page will be 
copied and written over



Copy-on-Write
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Starting New Programs

¨ execve system call starts a new program by 
replacing an existing program with new code
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char __user *__user *envp,
struct pt_regs * regs)

Not only the register set with the arguments and the name of the executable file (filename) but also
pointers to the arguments and the environment of the program are passed as in system programming.18

The notation is slightly clumsy because argv and envp are arrays of pointers, and both the pointer to
the array itself as well as all pointers in the array are located in the userspace portion of the virtual
address space. Recall from the Introduction that some precautions are required when userspace memory
is accessed from the kernel, and that the __user annotations allow automated tools to check if everything
is handled properly.

Figure 2-11 shows the code flow diagram for do_execve.

Copy environment and arguments

Open executable file

do_execve

bprm_init

mm_alloc

init_new_context

_ _bprm_mm_init

prepare_binprm

search_binary_handler

Figure 2-11: Code flow diagram for
do_execve.

First, the file to be executed is opened; in other words — as described in Chapter 8 — the kernel finds the
associated inode and generates a file descriptor that is used to address the file.

bprm_init then handles several administrative tasks: mm_alloc generates a new instance of mm_struct to
manage the process address space (see Chapter 4). init_new_context is an architecture-specific function
that initializes the instance, and __bprm_mm_init sets up an initial stack.

Various parameters of the new process (e.g., euid, egid, argument list, environment, filename, etc.) that
are subsequently passed to other functions are, for the sake of simplicity, combined into a structure of
type linux_binprm. prepare_binprm is used to supply a number of parent process values (above all, the
effective UID and GID); the remaining data — the argument list — are then copied manually into the
structure. Note that prepare_binprm also takes care of handling the SUID and SGID bits:

18argv includes all arguments passed to the program in the command line (for ls -l /usr/bin these are, e.g., -l and
/usr/bin). The environment encompasses all environment variables defined at program execution time. In most shells, a list of
these variables can be output using set.
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Exiting a Process

¨ exit system call terminates execution
¨ do_exit function in kernel handles exit procedure

¤ Decreasing reference counters
¤ Returning memory areas when reference counter has 

reverted to 0



Kernel Threads

¨ Started directly by kernel
¨ Delegate a kernel function to a separate process

¤ Run in parallel to other processes and kernel

¨ Examples
¤ Swap infrequently used memory
¤ Synchronize dirty mmaped pages
¤ Manage journals for file systems

¨ Kernel threads (or processes or daemons) run in 
privileged mode



Name Space

¨ Lightweight process virtualization
¨ Enable processes to have different views of system than 

other processes
¨ Originated from 1992: “The Use of Name Spaces in Plan 9” 
¨ Six kinds of Linux namespaces

¤ Mount namespace
¤ UTS namespace
¤ IPC namespace
¤ Net namespace
¤ PID namespace
¤ User namespace



Mount Namespace

¨ Each mount namespace has its own filesystem layout

P3P2P1

Mount

Namespace2

Mount

Namespace1

Mount Namespace

�Each mount namespace has its own filesystem 

layout.

/proc/<p1>/mounts

/ /dev/sda1

/home /dev/sda2

/proc/<p3>/mounts

/ /dev/sda3

/boot /dev/sda4
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/proc/<p2>/mounts

/ /dev/sda1

/home /dev/sda2



UTS Namespace

¨ Every UTS namespace has its own UTS related 
information

UTS Namespace

�Every uts namespace has its own uts related 

information.

UTS  namespace1

ostype:  Linux

osrelease:  3.8.6

version:  …

hostname: uts1

domainname: uts1

UTS  namespace2

ostype:  Linux

osrelease:  3.8.6

version: …

hostname: uts2

domainname: uts2

Unalterable

alterable
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IPC Namespace

¨ IPC namespace isolates interprocess communication 
resources

P3P2P1 P4

IPC

namespace2

IPC

namespace1

IPC Namespace

� IPC namespce isolates the interprocess

communication resource(shared memory, 

semaphore, message queue)
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Net Namespace

¨ Net namespace isolates networking related 
resources

Net Namespace

�Net namespace isolates the networking 

related resources

Net Namespace1

Net devices: eth0

IP address: 1.1.1.1/24

Route

Firewall rule

Sockets

Proc

sysfs

…

Net Namespace2

Net devices: eth1

IP address: 2.2.2.2/24

Route

Firewall rule

Sockets

Proc

sysfs

…
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PID Namespace

¨ PID namespace isolates process ID, implemented as 
a hierarchy

PID Namespace

� PID namespace isolates the Process ID, implemented as a 

hierarchy.

PID namespace1 (Parent)

(Level 0)

PID Namespace2 (Children)

(Level 1)

PID Namespace3 (Children)

(Level 1)

P2

pid:1

pid:2

P3

P4

ls /proc

1 2 3 4 

ls /proc

1

ls /proc

1

pid:4

P1

pid:1

pid:3

pid:1
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User Namespace

¨ KUID/KGID
¤ Original and global UID/GID

¨ UID/GID
¤ User ID in a user namespace
¤ Will be translated to corresponding KUID/KGID

User Namespace

�kuid/kgid: Original uid/gid, Global

�uid/gid: user id in user namespace, will be 

translated to kuid/kgid finally

User namespace1

uid:

10-14

uid_map

10 2000 5

kuid: 

2000-2004

User namespace2

uid:

0-9

uid_map

0 1000 10

kuid: 

1000-1009
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User Namespace

¨ Create and stat file in User namespace

User Namespace

�Create and stat file in User namesapce

User

namespace

root

#touch 

/file

Disk /file (kuid:1000)

uid_map:

0 1000 10
root

#stat /file

File :  “/file”

Access:  uid (0/root)
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Lightweight Virtualization

¨ Docker or Container
¤ Use cgroup + namespace + union capable file systems
¤ To allow independent "containers" to run within a single 

Linux instance



Container VS KVM
Comparison

�The feature that host share the same kernel 

with guest makes container different from 

other virtualization method

21

Container KVM

OS support Linux Only No Limit

Completeness Low Great

Security Normal Great

performance Great Normal


